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he addresses his response
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Welcome to Northridge Hospital...
A special treat from a very special person, Mr. Gary Sinise,
better known as Lieutenant Dan from the 1993 hit movie
“Forrest Gump,” Mr. Sinise is not only remembered for
his hit roles in movies such as Forrest Gump, The Green
Mile and most recently, I Still Believe, but for his dedication
to supporting military veterans.
As we continue to fight the spread of COVID-19, the
Gary Sinise Foundation launched a dedicated
campaign to address the needs and priorities of health care
workers, first responders, and veterans who are impacted
by the disease. Dignity Health hospitals were very fortunate to be recipients of these efforts.
Since March 9th, his Foundation has donated more than 33,000 meals, their goal is to not only
feed our frontline workers but to also help stimulate local economies and support local restaurants near the hospitals.
“Freedom and security are precious gifts that we, as
Americans, should never take for granted. We must do all
we can to extend our hand in times of need to those who
willingly sacrifice each day to provide that freedom and
security. While we can never do enough to show gratitude
to our nation's defenders, we can always do a little more,”
Gary Sinise.
Northridge Hospital thanks Mr. Gary Sinise and the
Foundation for the continued efforts and dedication to our
hard working frontline workers. Thank you for the amazing lunch!

Thank you to our GENEROUS Community Donors of IMPACT…

Israeli American Council
#WeCare
Thank you so much for your support.
Northridge Hospital enjoyed the

delicious kosher pizza!

Arbonne International LLC

Lulu’s Restaurant

Thank you for donating over
1,000 much needed and hard to
find—hand sanitizers! Our staff
really appreciate having these
travel size bottles!

Thank you for the generous
lunch! Our staff enjoyed the
amazing sandwiches and treats!

Community Donors of IMPACT,
continued…

Feed Hero Nurses

LIFEhouse Church

Thank you for continuing to
provide dinner to our evening
staff. It is always hard to work a
late night shift, but these meals
really make our staff feel good!

You did it again! Thank you for
putting smiles on our staff’s faces.
Lunch was great!

Armenian Missionary
Association of America
Thank you for joining forces
with young business owners at
Hot Chicken Hawaiian! The
lunch was greatly appreciated!

Tzu Chi & Dr. Green Hsueh
We are beyond grateful for the delivery of 10
large boxes filled with much needed PPE and
supplies for Northridge Hospital.
Thank you Dr. Green Hsueh for helping us obtain
these great donations to help our hospital
stay prepared!

To view more stories from Northridge Hospital Foundation follow us on:
Facebook at Northridge Hospital Foundation or Instagram at Northridge_hospital_foundation
Thank you all for showing true acts of humankindess!
A Gift to the Northridge Hospital Foundation truly makes a difference in the lives of our patients and families. To make a
donation, visit Supportnorthridge.org

